
The High resistance MagSafe-compatible protection that enhances
your mobile while guaranteeing its safety - Lifetime warranty

Withstands shocks and drops from 3 meters. 
Combining finesse and robustness, it was made from choice materials. It is the
combination of 2 exclusive technologies that gives it its extreme resistance to daily
damage.

Air Cushion Technology 
The corners of the case reinforced with air cavities are able to cushion the impact
without damaging the mobile. 

Tryax 3D Inserts System 
This system present on the outline of the case is designed to absorb impacts and
disperse the energy of the impact along three axes. Your mobile is thus protected on
all sides. 

Protective Raised Edges 
The edges and contours of the camera are reinforced with liquid silicone for all-around
protection. You can thus place your smartphone on the front or back side without risk. 

Reinforced magnetic system compatible MagSafe 
Thanks to the power of its reinforced magnetic system, you can attach your case to all
the magnetic accessories of the MagSafe ecosystem: wireless charger, car holder,
video stand, etc... 

Improved charging efficiency
Optimal magnetic alignment of its reinforced magnets also ensures that charging your
iPhone is more efficient and therefore faster. 

Elegant transparent finish and tailor-made design 
Its neat transparent design lets you appreciate the original beauty of your smartphone
while guaranteeing you the best grip. 

Special anti-yellowing treatment 
Made from a polymer alloy treated against yellowing, your case will retain its
transparency for much longer. 

Eco-designed with 50% recycled plastic
This product is eco-designed and manufactured with 50% recycled material to reduce
environmental impact.

Universal hook for shoulder strap included
Accessorize your smartphone slung over your shoulder to carry it easily and enhance
your style. Simply slide the universal fastening system between your case and your
mobile, and hang your shoulder strap on it.

Compatible Force Glass

Compatible for iPhone 15 Plus

Color : Transparent

Feature(s) : Lifetime Warranty -
Ultra-reinforced - 3m Certified
Drop Safe - 50% Recycled
plastic

Material : 50% Recycled plastic

Ref : FCAIRMAGIP15PLT

EAN : 3571211510956

Pack contents : 1 reinforced Case

iPhone 15 Plus MagSafe Compatible AIR reinforced Case
Transparent - Lifetime Warranty Force Case

Descriptif produit
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Lifetime warranty
Receive a new case if it is damaged

Eco-designed packaging that is fully recyclable
Cardboard (certified from responsible forest management), glue (vegetable) and ink
(soy)

Product Upcycling
Prepaid return of old products for recycling to promote the circular economy

3m Certified Drop Safe

     APPLE

 IPHONE 15 PLUS

Informations complémentaires

Compatible mobiles
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